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Near-field infrared imaging with a microfabricated solid immersion lens
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We report imaging in the infrared with a microfabricated solid immersion lens. The integrated
15-mm-diameter lens and cantilever are fabricated from single-crystal silicon and scanned in contact
with a sample to obtain an image. We demonstrate a focused spot size ofl/5 and an effective
numerical aperture of 2.5 withl59.3 mm light. The total power transmitted through the lens is a
factor of 103 greater than through a metal aperture giving the same spatial resolution. Two 1.0mm
holes in a metal film separated by 3.0mm are imaged with the solid immersion lens in transmission
and shown to be resolved. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!05239-6#
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Circumventing the optical diffraction limit is importan
for imaging, data storage, photolithography, and spect
copy. One technique is to pass light through an aper
placed close to a sample, where spatial resolution is de
mined by the diameter of the aperture. A major problem w
this technique is the low optical throughput of apertu
smaller than half a wavelength in diameter. Solid immers
microscopy1 offers a method for achieving resolution belo
the diffraction limit in air with significantly higher optica
throughput by focusing light through a high refractive-ind
solid immersion lens~SIL! held close to a sample. The min
mum resolution of a focusing system is inversely prop
tional to numerical aperture~NA!, where NA5n sin u, u is
the maximum angle of incidence, andn is the index of re-
fraction at the focal point. Light with vacuum wavelengthl
can be focused by an aberration-free lens to a spot whose
width at half maximum~FWHM! is l/~2 NA! in the scalar
diffraction limit, equivalent to Sparrow’s criterion for spatia
resolution. With solid immersion microscopy, improvemen
in NA and spatial resolution are proportional to the SIL r
fractive index.

Recent efforts have been directed at increasing the
of solid immersion lenses for applications includin
imaging,1–9 data storage,10–12and photolithography.13 Mans-
field and Kino1 imaged 100 nm lines using 436 nm illum
nation and a hemispherical SIL, reaching an effective N
51.7. Vollmer et al.2 used a GaP hemispherical SIL
achieve low-temperature pump–probe spectroscopy with
effective NA51.2, and Yoshitaet al.3,4 demonstrated low-
temperature photoluminescence of quantum wells with
effective NA51.0 using a hemispherical TaF-3 glass S
Terris et al.10 used a Weierstrass optic, or supersphere, w
the input beam focused to a point within the SIL a distan
a/n from the center of the spherical SIL surface, wherea is
the radius of the sphere. They were able to write 317 nm
in a magneto-optic material withn51.83 atl5780 nm, cor-
responding to an effective NA51.2. Ghislain et al.13 ex-
posed 190 nm lines in photoresist using a hemispherical
with n52.2 SIL at l5442 nm. More recently, Wuet al.7
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imaged fluorescent spheres with a hemispherical GaP
realizing an effective NA52.0.

In this letter, we report imaging with a microfabricate
solid immersion lens. We use a silicon lens 15mm in diam-
eter at a wavelength of 9.3mm to demonstratel/5 resolution
and an effective NA of 2.5. Use of the microfabricated SI
whose diameter is comparable to the wavelength, give
transmittance improvement of 103 over a metal aperture with
equivalent resolution. The SIL is integrated onto a cantile
and scanned over a sample to collect an image. Si is us
for near- and mid-infrared wavelengths where it is transp
ent and has a high index (n53.4).

The integrated SIL and cantilever shown in Fig. 1 a
fabricated from the top Si of a silicon-on-insulator wafer14

Root-mean-squared~RMS! deviation of the lens radius from
the average value is less than 5%, and RMS surface rou
ness is less than 5 nm measured from AFM scans. The fo
of the lens is approximately 3mm below the geometrica
center of the lens, which is within 20% of the ideal for

FIG. 1. Integrated solid immersion lens and cantilever fabricated fr
single-crystal Si and bonded to a Pyrex chip. The inset shows the lens
tip in profile and the ray paths of focused light.
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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superspherical SIL. Small lenses benefit from a reduction
spherical aberration with diameter and can be refocuse
compensate for errors in lens curvature and thickness. H
ever, traditional methods for manufacturing cannot be u
to make lenses smaller than;1 mm in diameter. Microfab-
rication offers a technique for batch fabrication of lens
with diameters on the order of microns.

The microfabricated SIL and cantilever allow control
lens-sample separation through scanning. Even at w
lengths as long asl59.3 mm, a SIL made from Si must be
placed closer than 200 nm to the sample surface for optim
transmittance and resolution. If topographical variations
the sample cause a greater separation between lens
sample, the exponential falloff and spreading of the focu
fields in air cause a reduction in transmittance and resolut
It is difficult to maintain uniform contact with conventiona
SILs that are 1 mm in diameter due to sample topogra
and nonplanarity of the lens surface adjacent to the sam
Contact between the microfabricated SIL and sample is
calized at a tip several microns in diameter, and the samp
scanned to form an image. Cantilevers with small lenses
large resonant frequencies can be scanned at high sp
across surfaces with high spatial frequency topography.
soft samples, the integrated SIL and cantilever can be he
a constant distance from the sample surface using fo
feedback control. In this letter, results are reported
constant-contact scans on a hard sample for which feed
is not used.

We investigated spot size, transmittance, and imag
capabilities of the micromachined Si SIL with a CO2 laser
operating atl59.3 mm. A schematic of the experimenta
setup is shown in Fig. 2. The laser is focused by a reflec
objective~NA50.45! onto the Si lens, which is fixed benea
the objective. A circular hole 1.0mm in diameter in a meta
film on a GaP substrate is scanned on anXYZpiezoelectric
stage below the SIL. The opaque metal film consists of
~50 nm! on Au ~50 nm!. Light passing through the hole an
collected by a second reflecting objective~NA50.65! is
measured with a liquid nitrogen-cooled HgCdTe detec
The hole is scanned in contact with the SIL to obtain mi
mum spatial resolution and maximum transmittance.

The FWHM of the fields below the Si SIL measure
through the scanned 1.0mm hole is 2.1mm with l59.3 mm
illumination, as shown in Fig. 3. The deconvoluted spot s
of the SIL is estimated from a sum of squares to be 1.8mm,
corresponding tol/5 resolution and an effective NA52.5.
This resolution represents the minimum theoretical spot
of light focused through Si with a 47 degree maximum an
of incidence~NA50.74 in air!. Though the SIL is illumi-
nated with a maximum angle of incidence of 27 degre
~NA50.45 in air!, refraction at the lens surface increases
angle by a factor of approximately two and shifts the focus
the tip located below the geometrical center of the lens, si
lar to the superspherical SIL described by Terriset al.10

Without the SIL, the FWHM of the focused beam is me
sured to be approximately 10.6mm, close to the expecte
10.3 mm spot size in air for NA50.45 illumination. Use of
the microfabricated SIL reduces the spot size by a facto
nearly six.

The total power transmitted through the microfabrica
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SIL with no sample in place is measured to be approxima
30% of the incident power. Reflection losses from the two
surfaces account for a factor of 0.5, and the collection ob
tive ~NA50.65! and total internal reflection at the tip reduc
measured transmittance by a factor of approximately 0
The peak power collected through a 1.0mm hole below the
Si SIL is 25 times greater than that collected through the h
without the SIL. The increase in throughput results fro
greater power density above the hole due to focusing by
SIL and more efficient coupling of light through the hole d
to the similarity in refractive index of Si (n53.4) above and

FIG. 2. Experimental setup used for imaging and measuring spot size
the Si SIL in transmission mode.

FIG. 3. Transmitted power through a 1.0-mm-diameter hole scanned at th
focus of a CO2 laser with ~FWHM52.1 mm! and without~FWHM510.6
mm! the Si SIL. The data are fit to a Gaussian curve and normalized
peak throughput of 1.0 in each case. The peak power measured with th
is 25 times greater than that measured without the SIL.

t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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GaP (n53.0) below the hole. However, the SIL does n
require a metal hole to limit the lateral extent of the optic
spot, and it does not suffer the losses in transmittance a
ciated with aperture-based near-field probes.

The improvement in optical throughput of the SIL
significant when compared with the throughput of an ap
ture with equivalent spatial resolution. The Si SIL illum
nated with a focusedl59.3 mm beam can create al/5 spot
with primarily reflection losses. By contrast, transmittance
the same focused beam through a 1.8-mm-diameter aperture
with l/5 resolution atl59.3 mm and with no SIL is mea-
sured to be;231024. Though the SIL and the apertur
achieve comparable spatial resolution, optical throughpu
the SIL is a factor of 103 greater than that of the aperture

The narrow focus created by the microfabricated SIL c
be used to image subwavelength features in transmiss
We are able to resolve two 1.0-mm-diameter holes in a
Cr/Au film spaced by 3.0mm with l59.3 mm light, as
shown in Fig. 4~a!. The focused spot without the SIL i
shown in Fig. 4~b! for comparison. The infrared image
taken in the same way as the single hole scan, with li
focused through the SIL and collected in transmission. T
transmitted signal drops 70% between the two holes, s

FIG. 4. Scanning infrared image taken~a! of two 1.0mm holes separated by
3.0 mm with the Si SIL and~b! of focusedl59.3 mm light without the Si
SIL.
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gesting that the holes could be more closely spaced and
resolved. This result compares well with an estimated 7
depth of modulation for two incoherent Gaussian spots w
FWHM of 1.8 mm separated by 3.0mm.

Several interesting applications exist for microfabricat
SILs at infrared, visible, and ultraviolet wavelengths. T
microfabricated Si SIL can be used to improve the spa
resolution and optical throughput of infrared thermomet
spectroscopy, and thermal processing of surfaces. S
lenses made of absorbing materials also transmit light m
efficiently, enabling use of a wider range of wavelengths
materials normally considered opaque. The spatial resolu
of microscopy and photolithography at visible and UV wav
lengths may be improved by SILs fabricated from Si3N4 or
other transparent materials.

In summary, we have demonstrated imaging with a m
crofabricated solid immersion lens. The SIL is fabricat
from single-crystal Si and shown to focusl59.3mm light to
a l/5 spot with an effective NA of 2.5. Power transmittan
through the SIL is 103 times greater than that through a me
aperture giving equivalent spatial resolution. We also sh
that the Si SIL can resolve two 1.0mm holes separated b
3.0 mm with l59.3 mm light.

This work was conducted with support from the Depa
ment of Energy, Semiconductor Research Corporation,
fice of Naval Research, and the National Science Foun
tion. We made use of the Stanford Nanofabrication Facil
part of the National Nanofabrication Users Network fund
by the NSF.
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